Clinical significance of circulating tumor cells from lung cancer patients using microfluidic chip.
Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) exist in the peripheral blood and have an important role in the disease development, tumor metastasis and clinical surveillance, especially in the process of metastasis. However, the technology of detecting CTCs still had a large challenge since they were rare in the peripheral blood. Here, we developed a size-based microfluidic chip, which contained array and filter channel array that could enrich CTCs from blood samples more quickly and conveniently. Combined with clinical specimen, we analyzed CTCs in 200 lung cancer patients by this microfluidic chip. The microfluidic device has high specificity and sensitivity in detecting CTCs (86.0% sensitivity and 98% specificity). Furthermore, the number of CTCs showed a increasing trend according to the stage of the disease (the mean number of I stage 5.0 ± 5.121 versus II stage 8.731 ± 6.36 versus III stage 16.81 ± 9.556 versus IV stage 28.72 ± 17.39 cells/mL, P < 0.05). The number of CTCs was concurrent with the condition of pathological type and metastasis patients. Compared to conventional markers like CEA, CY211, SCC, CTCs showed a higher positive rate in diagnosed patients. The advanced microfluidic device could capture tumor cells without reliance on cell surface expression markers and provide a fast, convenient, economical method in detecting CTCs, thereby offering potential to design effective and individualized cancer therapies.